PRO2D1

Asia Pacific Region

POWOFUL

• Large light illuminates sizeable work areas

DURABLE

• Impact resistant light survives a 4-metre drop
• Shatterproof lens protects LED from damage

WEATHERPROOF

• Survives rugged weather on the job
• Meets IEC 60529 IPX4 standards

ECONOMIC CAL

• LED bulb is energy saving, so batteries last longer

Long battery life makes the PRO2D1 an ideal choice for longer outdoor jobs. It economically lights a large area with a bright light source.

Impact resistance increases the longevity and durability of the light and the shatterproof lens protects the LED from abusive environments.

Performance:

Run Time
Continuous Use (21°C) to End of Useable Light

Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light
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